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T-Pin Block Setup Instructions 
How to properly fit T-pins within the builderblock !
The fit of the T-pin within the builderblock should be quite snug, so that the blocks do not easily ride 
up and down on the pin.   This serves two purposes, allowing the blocks to be used on shallow 
building boards (as the pin does not need to be deeply driven into the building board, to properly 
secure the block) and ensuring the blocks can be uses as light duty “clamps” for certain applications. !
Initially the fit of the T-pin within the builderblock will be quite snug and some minor fitting may be 
required – to set them up for first time use.  As the plastic is quite hard, attempting to force the T-pin 
through the block with pliers will result in bent and broken pins.  We do not suggest drilling out the 
blocks, as this will most likely leave you with an oversized hole – reducing the function of the block.  
Instead we suggest the following process to properly set your T-pins within the builderblocks. !
Warm the builderblocks in an oven (use the oven’s warming mode), or on the shoe of a properly 
calibrated hobby covering iron to 140 degrees F (60 degrees C).  Place your building blocks within the 
warmed oven on a thin baking pan and allow them to come up to temperature (~5-8 min).  Work with 
one block at a time, remove the warmed block from the oven and support it over your building board.  
Gently pass your T-pin through any (or all) of the holes you wish to use - you’ll find that it slips right 
through a properly warmed block with little effort.  Leave the T-pin installed within the block in the 
position you’d like to use it.  As the block cools the plastic will snug up around the pin making for an 
ideal fit.  Note: Be careful about applying too much force to the warmed block as it can be deformed if 
handled too roughly while warm.   !
We don’t recommend exceeding the specified warming temperature of 140 degrees F.  However, some 
newer ovens will not heat below 170 degrees F.  In this situation, you can safely warm the parts to 170 
degrees F, but let them cool for 30-60 seconds after removing them from the heat before trying to pass 
the pin through. !
Keep’em flying! !
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